
In Western Europe, the end of the Great War in No-
vember 1918 also marked the end of armed struggle.
This was not the case in the areas further to the East,
where the collapse of the Russian, Habsburg, Ot-
toman and German Empires, the repercussions of the
Bolshevik revolution, and struggles for national inde-
pendence blocked the road to peace in the years after
the armistices of 1918. It was the final stage of a
worldwide conflict, which turned from a largely con-
ventional war between these very empires into a civil
war of the heirs. 
Historiography has had difficulty dealing with this
seemingly random agglomeration of armed conflicts.
Christoph Mick has identified as many as eight differ-
ent types of war in Central and Eastern Europe in the
wake of the Great War: ‘civil wars and state wars,
state building wars and revolutionary wars, wars of
conquest and of liberation, offensive and defensive
wars’.1 Jonathan D. Smele’s new interpretation of the
Russian Civil War follows this line: He describes it as
not one entity, but as a whole decade of intermingled
several civil wars in Russia that comprised ‘national
wars, international wars, interethnic wars and con-
flicts, wars of national liberation, and local adjuncts
of the ongoing world struggle’.2 Stainley G. Paine
therefore proposes plainly to do away with the term
civil war and use ‘the wars of the tsarist succession’
instead.3

Revolution – National Conflicts – Civil War

There are, of course, good arguments for this kind of
differentiation. But by splitting up embattled post-
war Central and Eastern Europe into such a variety of
taxonomic entities, one risks missing the forest for
the trees. As Joachim von Puttkamer rightly assesses,
‘the immediate post-war period in this region ap-

pears in general accounts as a nearly impenetrable
jungle of overlapping revolutions and national con-
flicts that is better left to a handful of specialists’.4 But
with the keywords ‘revolution’ and ‘national con-
flicts’, one can pick one’s way through this jungle,
and Peter Gatrell has done so convincingly: 

Two decisive shifts in geopolitics make sense of
these conflicts. The first new element was the Bol-
shevik revolution in November 1917, which had
repercussions far beyond Russia. A second, related
element was the struggle for the legacy of the dis-
integrating empires of Austria-Hungary, Germany,
Russia, and Ottoman Turkey, a process entailing
the creation of new nation-states, often with the
kind of friction such as border disputes, territorial
claims, and population movements that encour-
aged armed conflict.5

The first element marks the constituent features of
the Russian Civil War, the second of the Central Euro-
pean Civil War and of related, but not immediately
connected, developments in Southeastern Europe. 
The depiction of the Central European armed clashes
between 1918 and 1921 as part of one ongoing civil
war in which several nation states were formed chal-
lenges the prevailing interpretation of isolated bilat-
eral conflicts between clearly defined nation states
and their respective civilian and armed citizens:
Poles against Lithuanians, Poles against Russians,
Poles against Ukrainians, Poles against Germans,
Poles against Czechs. It does so deliberately because
we deprive ourselves of important insights as long as
we ignore that these conflicts were not only often in-
termingled, but all had something essential in com-
mon: ‘Thus after the Great War arises a new war of
nations’ (hoc modo post magnum bellum mundanum ex-
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orta nova bella nationum), the chronicler of the Jesuit
college in the Galician town of Chyrów noted at the
turn of 1918/19.6 Clearly defined nations simply did
not exist at the dawn of Central Europe’s era of inde-
pendence. Accordingly, nation states were rather the
result of this encompassing civil war, even if they had
officially been – with equal ostentation and haste – al-
ready declared at its outset. The Central European
Civil War served as a catalyst to carve the future pop-
ulations of the Central European post-war states out
of the mass of imperial subjects they had represented
only a few years before. Its outcome defined the
boundaries between them and often led to their in-
ternational recognition. As the strained relation be-
tween these new states’ titular nations and their re-
spective minorities between the world wars show,
these battles were not solely directed outwards, but
inwards as well.
Following Gatrell’s definition, it makes sense to treat
this civil war theatre separately from the contempo-
raneous civil war in Russia, where the rise of national
ambitions was superimposed by and intermingled
with other powerful ideological currents: The main
opposing powers – the Bolshevik (‘Red’) and the con-
servative (‘White’) movement – fought over the fu-
ture of one country: Would Russia become a Soviet
state, or would the old order return, even if in a mod-
erated form? Peasant bands for their part fought for
more autonomy and against interference and het-
eronomy from the capital, regardless if ruled by im-
perial elites or a Bolshevik nomenclature. Foreign in-
tervention to the North, South and East, half-

heartedly launched to contain the ‘Bolshevik threat’,
further blurred the picture. Although the experience
and forms of violence that strongly accompanied the
Russian Civil War resemble those of the Central Euro-
pean Civil War, its vast disarray of concurring and
competing ideological agendas made it a genuinely
different conflict. In Central Europe, many different
national armies fought for one political vision – the
nation state – to be realised in just as many different
countries. Both conflicts overlapped in the Polish
eastern borderlands (Kresy), where Lithuanian, Lat-
vian, Estonian, Belarusian, Polish and Ukrainian na-
tionalists would – sometimes united, sometimes
apart – fight for their own state and in the meantime
against a Bolshevik takeover. 

What Makes a Civil War a Civil War?

Having delineated two different battle zones, I must
still defend my notion of the Central European Civil
War against the established definition of civil war.
The Oxford English Dictionary calls it a ‘war between
the citizens or inhabitants of a single country, state,
or community’, and Payne adheres to this notion.7 In
my view, such definitions, though usually applied to
the phenomenon, are too static, since they do not pay
tribute to the fact that countries, states, communities
and identities undergo significant changes in the
course of civil wars. Thus, civil wars by their very na-
ture are transitional phases rather than periods of
standstill. Historical examples where they marked
the decline or rise of empires are legendary: the Pelo-
ponnesian War, the Roman Civil Wars, the French
Revolutionary Wars, to name only the most promi-
nent ones. 
The case of Central Europe is unique, however, be-
cause here civil war set in immediately after imperial
power – exerted by three different monarchs – was
abolished in the course of conventional war and rev-
olution. Thus, it was a post-colonial battle for a share
of former imperial lands, which resulted in the estab-
lishment of a multitude of nation states. ‘This is what
the device of national self-determination logically
suggests’, writes Joshua Sanborn, ‘not peace emer -
ging from war, but the shift from an interstate war to
an intrastate war.’ With respect to its tendency to
transgress pre-existing borders, he adds: ‘These civil
wars, especially those in periods of decolonization,
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Fig 1: Depiction of the defence of Petrograd against the Whites
during the Russian Civil War, 1918.



are hardly parochial or limited’, and ‘great wars’, on
the other hand, ‘are almost by definition conglomer-
ations of multiple conflicts that proceeded simulta-
neously’.8 Other knowledgeable authors have charac-
terised the region in our period of interest as ‘a
protean world of shifting allegiances, civil wars,
refugees and bandit gangs, where the collapse of old
empires had left law and order, trade and communi-
cations in shreds’9, as the theatre of ‘a more extended
European civil war’10 and as ‘a series of intercon-
nected [inchoate and deadly] wars and civil wars’
such as modern Europe had only witnessed once be-
fore, namely during the Thirty Years War of the sev-
enteenth century.11 The conductors of the most re-
cent discourse on civil war, who see it as a human
constant stretching from the dawn of mankind to our
modern world, agree that it does not necessarily re-
spect existing or emerging frontiers: ‘Yet how do we
tell civil wars apart from other kinds of wars, when so
many internal conflicts spill over their countries’
borders or draw in combatants from outside [...]?’,
asks David Armitage. His answer is as simple as it is
ingenious: ‘Civil war is, first and foremost, a category
of experience; the participants usually know they are
in the midst of civil war long before international or-
ganizations declare it to be so.’12

The notion of a Central European Civil War follows
that line by concentrating on the experience rather
than on the taxonomy of civil war. Its two main
characteristics – unrestrained violence and blurred
boundaries between the protagonists – have been
decipherable since the very outset of civilisation. In
Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War, we
learn: 

The Corcyraeans were butchering those of their
countrymen whom they thought hostile to them:
bringing their accusations, indeed, against those
only who were putting down the democracy; but
some were slain for private enmity also, and oth-
ers for money owed them by those who had bor-
rowed it. Every mode of death was thus had re-
course to; and whatever ordinarily happens in
such a state of things, all happened then, and still
more. For father murdered son, and they were
dragged out of the sanctuaries, or slain in them;
while in that of Bacchus some were walled up and
perished.13

Julius Caesar was reading from the same page when
he noted in his Bellum Civile:

The terror they had been thrown into by their gen-
erals, the severity shown in punishing, and the
new oath they had been obliged to take […]
changed the soldier’s minds, and reduced the war
to its former state. […] In a civil war[,] it was lawful
for every soldier to choose what side he pleased;
that the same legion, who a little before had fought
on the side of the enemy, might, without scruple,
return again to the same cause.14

Civil War in Central Europe

Like in ancient Greece and Rome, the radicalisation
and ambivalence of civil war led to considerable un-
certainty, ubiquitous fear and arbitrary violence in
post-imperial Central Europe, undergirding my argu-
ment for treating its population’s experiences of war,
paramilitary conflict and violence 1918–1921 as a co-
herent entity, a ‘transnational zone of paramilitary
violence’.15 Geographically in the eye of the cyclone,
late-1918 Poland harboured not only hope for a glori-
ous future, but also the memory of a nightmarish
past. Its independence materialised in shattered
spaces. Before its moment of glory in November 1918,
Poland suffered enormously under the effects of the
war and witnessed some of the most fervent battles of
the Eastern Front. The country was exploited, and the
occupying Germans, Austrians and Russians killed or
deported hundreds of thousands of its inhabitants far
to the East and West. Epidemics and famine plagued
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Fig. 2: 19th-century depiction of Sulla’s troops entering Rome,
82 B.C.
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Fig. 3: Map of Poland
and East Central
Europe 1918-1921



the rural and urban population in late 1918, and
people were still dying in masses. With the retreat of
the troops of the ‘Supreme Command of All German
Forces in the East’ (Ober Ost), large parts of Eastern
Poland lacked any form of effective state control for
months or even years. The area turned into some-
thing that has recently been dubbed Poland’s ‘Wild
East’.16 The future US President Herbert Hoover
(1874-1964), then heading the American Relief Ad-
ministration, correctly noted in 1919 that parts of
Poland had witnessed seven invasions and retreats,
accompanied by mass destruction and hundreds of
thousands of casualties, during the war.17

But this nightmare was far from over by 1919. Be-
tween late 1918 and early 1921, Poland was in a per-
manent state of declared or undeclared war on liter-
ally all frontiers except the Romanian. The emerging
ethnic Polish nation state claimed territories that
hosted minorities of almost all nations involved in the
Central European Civil War. Not surprisingly, con-
temporaries living in Central Europe, especially in its
borderlands, experienced the aftermath of the Great
War as a time of fratricidal struggle, of neighbour
fighting neighbour. Marceli Handelsman (1882-1945),
a Polish-Jewish historian who earned international
fame between the wars, noted in the summer of 1920: 
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Fig. 4: Soldiers and civilians in the streets of Lviv, during the Polish-Ukrainian fight for the city in November 1918.



I will remember my conversation with a Lithuan-
ian peasant in Ogrodniki. He told me that he lived
there in Ogrodniki, while his brother-in-law was
down in Bereźniki. Now, he said, this is Lithuania,
and that’s Poland. It used to be one, but now
there’s a border between Bereźniki and Ogrodniki;
there’s a war on. Is that how things should be?
Don’t we all go to the same church? Isn’t it a disas-
ter that brothers are divided and fighting?18

Michał Römer (1880-1945), a lawyer of Polish-Lithuan-
ian origin, called this phenomenon – a little more so-
phisticatedly – a ‘bellum omnium contra omnes’.19 Let-
ters, diaries and memoirs written between 1918 and
1921 in all languages of the region prove that their
authors experienced the forceful disruption of a
mixed population that had been living together more
or less peacefully over centuries as a tragedy. They
thus contradict the simplistic national narratives of
united people fighting for a national independence
that patronising empires had previously deprived
them of, and which was contested by malevolent
neighbours after 1918.
As mentioned above, the main theatres of the Central
European Civil War were situated in the borderlands
of the emerging Second Republic of Polish. With the
Habsburg Empire collapsing, Ukrainians and Poles
both aimed at taking over Galicia. The conflict over
the cultural capital L’viv started in early November

1918, with the Poles proving victorious after three
weeks of heavy street fighting, but the undeclared
Polish-Ukrainian war lasted until the summer of the
following year. Lithuania and Poland were at strife
about the possession of Vilnius and the surrounding
area, which Polish forces (allegedly without the con-
sent of their military command) seized in October
1920. Between 1918 and 1921, Polish and German
paramilitaries fought over the Poznań area and Up-
per Silesia, as did Polish and Czech paramilitaries
over Cieszyn Silesia.20 

Although overlapping in time, at first glance we
seem to be dealing here with isolated bilateral con-
flicts Poland fought with its neighbours to the East,
North, West and South. In reality, the situation was
much more complicated. Temporary, geographical
and political lines blur in times of civil war, and that
is exactly what happened in Central Europe after the
end of 1918. The imperial armies’ withdrawal from
the battlefields of Central Europe left a vacuum,
turning the area into a tabula rasa in which groups of
various political, national or ethnic backgrounds
tried to seize the moment. In late 1918, Poland had at
least two political representations – the government
in Warsaw headed by Józef Piłsudski (1867-1935),
and the Polish National Committee in Paris under
the leadership of Roman Dmowski (1864-1939). Both
factions were divided over the territorial aspects of
literally all of the ongoing border struggles, and so
much at enmity that the new-born republic faced
both a domestic civil and a territorial partition. The
Polish peasants – who after all made up eighty per-
cent of the population – largely ignored the call to
the arms, since they needed every hand to rebuild
their land and widely mistrusted the promises and
feared the consequences of ‘national independence’.
In the meantime, two different Ukrainian state rep-
resentations – the Ukrainian People’s Republic and
the West Ukrainian National Republic – partly sided
with, partly fought against the Poles, while Lithuani-
ans first fought against the Red Army, then sided
with the Bolsheviks against the Poles. Except for a
clash of arms between Poles and Czechs in January
1919, which lasted only a week, the struggles at
Poland’s southern and western borders were fought
by paramilitary organisations that at least officially
had no connection to their respective governments
in Warsaw, Berlin or Prague. 
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Fig. 5: Snapshot of an unknown Polish paramilitary unit in Up-
per Silesia in 1920.21



Paramilitary Violence as
Encompassing Experience

As a matter of fact, in late 1918 none of the emerging
nation states between Weimar Germany and Soviet
Russia had a consistent and organised army at their
disposal. On the contrary: They all had to be hastily
built up initially from a core of a few thousand recruits
who some months before had been fighting on differ-
ent sides of the Great War’s fronts. Equipment was in-
sufficient, discipline was at its lowest ebb, desertion
was a mass phenomenon and instead of protecting
their own citizens, soldiers of these ‘national armies’
often pillaged the countryside or even engaged in anti-
Jewish pogroms.22

The vengeance with which the battles following the
world war were fought, and the paramilitary violence
which accompanied them, differ dramatically from
those of the World War itself, a modern war by con-
trast, which though highly militarised was still largely
fought according to the laws of war between 1914 and
1917.23 The subsequent battles are more reminiscent of
the fierce armed clashes in the Balkans in 1912/13,
which preceded the World War. The violent course
events took after 1918, and the deliberate targeting of
civilians, rooted in this conventional war’s shift into a
civil war. It now became a war of ethnically defined na-
tions in which all sides regarded ‘their’ respective civil
population as allies and ‘other’ civilians as enemies of
their state-building project. This attitude corre-
sponded with an awakening military and national en-
thusiasm within the belligerent societies: all of a sud-
den, independence no longer seemed merely a distant
dream, but a reality within reach. ‘As we stopped at a
small country station’, the young American lawyer Ar-
tur Lehman Goodhard (1891-1978) noted on his train
ride through Czechoslovakia in the summer of 1919,
‘we saw a troop of young boys about fourteen years old
marching past in military step. Instead of real guns
they carried small wooden imitation ones. “It does not
seem as if these people believe that the world’s last war
has just been finished”, said the Colonel [a fellow trav-
eller]. “You will get very tired of this militarism before
you are through with your trip. Chauvinism has be-
come popular everywhere. As far as I can judge, every
second day in these new Central European countries is
a holiday to celebrate their sudden national independ-
ence.”’24

Conclusion

The depiction of the post-war conflicts in Central Eu-
rope between 1918 and 1921 as one civil war is un-
usual, if not provocative and criticisable. It surely
needs at least a more encompassing treatment than
can be delivered on the pages of this short essay. I am
not arguing that authors who dealt with these con-
flicts separately and underlined their differences
were entirely wrong. I am saying that two elements
were imminent to all of those conflicts: they were
fought by nations in the making that were not united
and clearly defined at the outset, but whose members
(excepting Ukrainians and Belarusians) built their re-
spective nation states in the course of these very
events; and they all featured a level of paramilitary
violence which – together with their notion as fratri-
cidal struggles – made them more of a tragic than a
heroic experience for the population living in the
contested borderlands.
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Fig. 6: Polish-Czech war in Cieszyn Silesia, late January 1919: Ac-
cording to Polish eye witnesses’ reports, a great part of these
twenty Polish soldiers were killed by Czech legionnaires from
the Twenty-First Czechoslovak Regiment after their surrender
on 26 January 1919.
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